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Abstract 

Process mining is a discipline that deals with discovery, monitoring, and improvement of real 

business processes using data extracted from each of the process instances [1]. This approach relies 

on extracting quality knowledge about the process execution from trustworthy inputs. 

Representational learning techniques can be applied in process mining to abstract valuable 

information from information systems to execute several process mining tasks such as clustering, 

process comparison, anomaly detection and predictive and prescriptive process monitoring 

[2][3][4]. With these representational learning techniques, we can have a better handling of 

complex data with several attributes and many abstraction levels often encountered in business 

process logs. This Systematic Literature Review aims to gather current and relevant information 

about embedding methods in process mining and sequence flows and look for potential gaps in new 

representational learning architectures.  

Keywords: Representation Learning, Process mining 
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1. Introduction 

Addressing Business Process Management (BPM) can have a direct impact on the influence of 

customer experience and revenue of corporations [5]. Therefore, it has a common interest in many 

research fields. While BPM covers the whole discipline and the whole process improvement cycle, 

on the other hand, the set of methods, techniques and tools that leverage process analysis is studied 

by process mining research field. 

Process mining on the other hand deals with techniques and tools that help process analysts to 

make better data-driven decisions[6]. These techniques or process mining tasks include process 

discovery, conformance checking, enhancement through analytic tasks like predictive and 

prescriptive business process monitoring, anomaly detection through process clustering and 

classification among others. 

All these process mining tasks have something in common: the data needs to be pre-processed and 

features need to be handled before a machine learning algorithm processes them. A valuable and 

powerful resource to handle this data is representation learning. With good representation of 

process features the outcome of any process mining task can improve its accuracy.  

But before a predictive or prescriptive task is executed, an accurate representation of the process 

is needed. That representation can be produced manually by process analysts: either generating 

event logs or taking these logs attributes and processing the entities to start analyzing the sequence 

flow. 

A business process model can contain a lot of information within and many abstraction levels. 

Among this information we can find control flow data, activity name, timestamp, resources, 

sequence context, cost, risk, and the list go on. 

Many machine learning methods [7][8] can automate the feature engineering phase. This can be 

achieved using supervised, unsupervised methods or deep learning approaches resulting in a 

representation of the features. These representations use business process attributes to learn 

patterns resulting in a dense layer (embedding) containing information that can be processed later 

by any process mining task. 

Other SLR have studied encoding methods as another deep learning approach[9], to specific process 

mining tasks like predictive monitoring [10] and developed algorithms for knowledge discovery 

[11][12] but do not cover a review on all the representation learning techniques applied to process 

mining 

In this Systematic Literature Review we explore the embedding approaches that constitute an 

alternative way of manual representation process attributes such as resources, activities, and 

timestamps.  

This survey will be of use for systems designers as a guide to show some representation learning 

approaches that can be used at early stages of a process data processing pipeline. The goal is to 

generate a rich representation of process attributes creating a feature vector and extract 

meaningful information to build classifiers and predictors. 
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Process mining techniques can be implemented by taking a lot from Natural language processing 

(NLP) [13]Including word sentence and document representation and compositional semantics[14]. 

All this gives the sequence-oriented nature of the information that can be processed. The difference 

lies in the use of pre-trained models like BERT[12]. Business Process traces would need a large 

sequence of data self-supervised learning to generate representation of words that can be 

replicated in the same domain. 

When representation learning approaches are implemented it is important to address the type of 

data that will be processed to preserve the semantic of the data. To process categorical, numerical, 

and temporal [11]with different encoding approaches can lead to many architectural configurations. 

Some of these configurations will be analyzed in this survey along with the type of data that was 

processed and the representation space generated. 

This document is structured in four main sections: 

1. Includes background and related work and gives context and motivation to the current 

research. Chapter 1,2,3 

2. Includes the scope and collection methods describing the methodology followed for the 

Systematic literature review. Chapter 4 

3. The third section gathers the whole literature evaluation and current tendencies on the 

subject.  Chapter 5 

4. The fourth and last one describes the research gap analysis, future challenges, research 

agenda and conclusions. Chapter 6,7 
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2. Background 

2.1. Business Process Management and Process Mining 

“Business process management is the art and science of overseeing how work is performed in an 

organization.”[5]. It conveys the organization to consistent outcomes and enlights business 

stakeholders to take advantage of innovative improvement opportunities.  BPM analysis elements 

are often events and activities. A logical sequence of activities aiming for a set of objectives involving 

different resources are the main ingredients to analyze a business process model towards its 

improvement.  

BPM Lifecycle consists of a complete continuous cycle that helps different stakeholders to 

understand how to manage individual processes aligned with strategic goals of the organization and 

to execute decision making processes according with these goals. This cycle comprises the following 

phases: 

 

Figure 1 BPM Lifecycle from [5] 

Process Identification: When we have a business problem in any organization, processes with the 

most impact are prioritized, delimited, and interrelated. After that, a new process is modeled or 

updated. The outcome of this phase is process architecture. 

Process Discovery: Also known as as-is process modeling, the current state of the process is 

documented  

Process Analysis: where certain issues linked with the as-is process are documented and quantified. 

This set of issues are prioritized and effort to resolve them is estimated 

Process Redesign: Also known as process improvement where changes are identified to the process 

that would get help and issues identified in the previous phase are addressed. 

Process Implementation: The changes required to close the gap from the as-is process to the 

proposed process are listed and implementing process automation and organizational change 

management. 
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Process Monitoring: Now that the implemented process is up and running, relevant data is shown 

through the dashboard and processed to begin the cycle with process discovery again. 

When we talk about process mining in a business process management context, we refer to those 

techniques that allow the diagnosis, design, configuration, monitoring and adjustment of process 

models through analysis tools[6]All these tasks can be found within the business process 

management cycle previously seen.  

Process mining is a young research discipline that lies between data mining and business process 

modeling and analysis. The techniques that we can find are able to extract knowledge from event 

logs providing means to discover, monitor and improve processes in many applications’ domain. 

Figure 2 illustrates how process mining extract information from event logs to perform different 

tasks for different purposes including discovery, conformance, and enhancement to come up with 

a process model. 

 

Figure 2 Types of process mining [6] 

2.2. Knowledge discovery and Process Mining  

To implement and execute process mining tasks such as a process discovery, conformance checking, 

predictive monitoring, prescriptive monitoring or generative models, special systems and algorithms 

are designed in a structured and optimal way to perform the task smoothly and in an optimal 

manner. Regardless of the task at hand, at the beginning all process mining architectures deal with 

classic machine problems like data sources management, event logs extraction, data quality analysis 

and flattening reality into event logs. In the end all this data must be compared with management 

to see if it reflects reality. 

After all these problems are addressed, other knowledge discovery challenges arise. one of them 

being the one analyzed in this article (data transformation). When data is structured in the form of 

event logs and process sequences are rich in terms of features that can be extracted from them, 

more sophisticated models are implemented. Deep learning architectures have been widely used 

to solve these process mining tasks, and with this solution the need to structure data in a way it can 

be processed by a classification or a predictive deep learning model. This is where representation 

learning comes as an important problem to address in deep learning-oriented process mining 

approaches.  
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The data analysis cycle used in machine learning to extract knowledge from data is known as 

Knowledge Discovery in Databases (KDD)[15]. 

 

Figure 3 Machine learning pipeline from [15] 

To find and interpret models and patterns in data the whole cycle consists in first selecting the data 

where the application domain is understood, the goals are set, and the dataset is selected resulting 

in background knowledge and relevant data filtered. After data is selected the preprocessing phase 

begins, in here noise and outliers are removed and missing feature values are handled. Then, data 

transformation phase consists in extracting features and building the final training set to be 

processed by the machine learning algorithm. In this phase representational learning comes handy 

to transform datasets into useful data. Machine learning or data mining steps take the final data set 

to perform classification, summarization, regression to find patterns in data. After we get the results 

an evaluation phase is used to assess the model quality, patterns explanation and visualization.  

The data mining cycle mentioned before can be found in process mining as another application 

domain. We will see why these data transformations are important in a process mining context and 

the options we must implement them. 

2.3. Representation Learning 

Modern data processing techniques present data scientists with tabular data representation where 

each instance is represented as a vector [15]. This format Is often encountered by standard machine 

learning techniques like rule learning, support vector machines, random forests, or deep neural 

networks. The key success of representation learning methods is that the original data instances are 

similarly expressed as distance and directions in the target vector space. 

Learning lower-dimensional representations is needed mainly due to the lack of labeled data which 

is scarce and expensive to generate [16].This data can be generated by training a model that can 

explain and gather new patterns. In other words, different representations can extract and organize 

the explanatory factors hidden in the data. 

Generated embeddings are implemented to solve learning problems using smaller models and less 

data to avoid overfitting. Also providing a more abstract representation allows the system to have 

a better understanding of the data and train a classification or predictive task with less data and in 

a supervised way. Representation learning makes it easier to discover patterns and anomalies while 

providing data´s behavior.  
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Representation learning as a field in machine learning has gained a lot of applications and some of 

the empirical success covers subjects like speech recognition, signal processing, object recognition, 

Natural Language Processing (NLP) and process mining. 

NLP and Process mining domains share some characteristics that make them share the same 

representation solutions too.  Both are usually unstructured and have multiple granularities, 

multiple tasks, and multiple domains [13]. For that reason, this SLR scope will be in techniques 

applicable to this type of data. 

[17] Explains how good representations can be measured in different characteristics: 

 

Figure 4 good representations from [17] 

General priors are related to assumptions and dataset attributes that help to understand how a 

representation explains the data. Among these general priors can be found smoothness, multiple 

explanatory factors, or shared factors across tasks. 

When handling dimensionality, smoothness can be useful as an assumption but is often insufficient 

when the curse of dimensionality arises. This means that the phenomena found when organizing 

data in high dimensional spaces are not found in low dimensional spaces. 

Distributed or sparse representation refers to those that are expressive and can capture many 

possible input configurations. The parallel with clustering would be multiclustering where several 

clusters are present, or the same clustering can be applied to explain the input data. In sparse 

representation each parameter can be reused in many examples and those are not just near 

neighbors of each other. 

When talking about deep architectures (depth and abstraction) there has been research on how to 

train them effectively since they are often challenging. Contrary to this, deep architecture promotes 

the reuse of features by building multiple levels of representation learning a hierarchy of features. 

Deep architectures can build many abstract concepts by for example learning categorical concepts 

making it a powerful tool for prediction.  

Learning good representations can lead to removing factors of variation. Complex data interacting 

with different sources can make it more difficult to execute tasks such as object classification. These 

factors can be disentangled by preserving only the features that have explanatory factors. 

Finally, to build a good criterion to build good representation can be explained by building invariant 

features separating them in low level features to form higher levels of representation. 
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To understand and give more context to representation learning techniques in NLP and Process 

mining the following high-level design is presented. When a distributed representational learning is 

implemented a low-dimensional unified semantic space must be generated as an outcome 

 

 

Figure 5 Low dimensional unified semantic space[13] 

As shown in the image the geometric distance between objects in the semantic space is related to 

how they are related semantically. The semantic meaning of the objects in both domains 

corresponds to how close they are to each other. 

Representation levels: 

When modeling cognitive neural network-based systems different levels of abstraction are 

connected in a learning sequence. First a neural representation level is linked to the sub-conceptual 

layer. Here, the information is represented by activation patterns in connected networks. Concepts 

are learned from the observed data modifying the connection weights. Next, a spatial level is 

modeled with information represented by points in a conceptual space built upon dimensions. At 

this level the similarity between concepts can be compared to the distances between the regions in 

multidimensional space. The last representation is a symbolic level where information is 

represented by symbols or words. Symbols have meaning only in terms of other symbols. Symbolic 

representations are referred to as propositionalization and numeric transformations are referred to 

as embeddings. 

2.4. Automated Data Transformation Methods 

As we mentioned before, most of the representation techniques used in NLP can be replicated in 

process mining. In this section we are going to review the most used representation techniques or 

automated data transformation methods to illustrate how data is transformed and objects are 

transferred into a low dimensional space with some process mining pipelines examples:  

[15] describes the main types of approaches that perform data transformation and can be found 

as layers in a process mining pipeline.  

Propositionalization methods: These methods are used to produce tabular data from relational 

databases. They do not perform dimensionality reduction and are used with data mining and 

symbolic machine learning algorithms. Examples of these methods can be One hot encoding or 

integer encoding. 
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One hot Encoding: Prior to embeddings, a One-Hot encoding approach was used to represent each 

categorical value. This approach maps a single category to a vector and generates a binary 

representation. 

[9] Show how eleven different articles that use one hot encoding and shows how different 

comparisons were made about whether one hot or custom embeddings have better accuracy in its 

results. The results were not conclusive, not only because of their choice of encoding but because 

of design differences.  

To illustrate those differences one of the one-hot implementations [18] performs data pre-

processing to improve the process prediction precision. They take subsequence and label attributes 

from each case and encode the data using One hot encoding and min-max scaling. By choosing 

different process attributes and combining it with a linear transformation the design was different. 

Graph traversal methods: Complex datasets can be represented as graphs; nodes represent data 

instances and edges represent their relations. The approaches are frequently used for data fusion 

in mining heterogenous information networks. Graphs can be homogeneous consisting on a single 

type of nodes and relations, or heterogeneous consisting of different types of nodes and relations. 

Matrix factorization methods: when data is not explicitly presented in the form of relations, but 

relations are implicit, given a similarity matrix the objects can be encoded in a numeric form using 

matrix factorization. 

SVD Or Singular value decomposition helps us to reduce the data into the key feature necessary to 

understand it. It is mainly a data reduction and information extraction tool based on interpretable 

linear algebra and it is often applied in machine learning to reduce a massive dataset because it is 

scalable. The way this technique is implemented is by decomposing a matrix into many component 

matrices. 

While SVD gives us the whole space of diagonalizing a matrix into special matrices and untangle data 

into independent components, PCA skips less significant components. 

PCA Also known as Principal Component Analysis, this approach reduces the dimensionality of an 

entity by compressing variables into a smaller subset. It seeks to find a set of axes that express the 

most information about a dataset. This is known as the oldest feature extraction algorithm and the 

basic way to understand dimensionality reduction. 

In other words, it is a Hierarchical coordinate system based on data that seeks to find the maximum 

amount of variance of data. The downside of PCA is the amount of information the model can lose 

compared to other deep learning techniques. 

[19] uses PCA to extract and reduce 48 features that characterize business process models. They use 

important information like number of places, number of and-joins, and-splits, xor-joins etc. Since 

there were many features to be analyzed only the principal component were extracted 

Text embeddings: Text embeddings extract vector representations from words, sentences, and 

documents. Recent developments like ELMo and BERT take a context of a sentence into account 

and produce different word vectors 
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Word2Vec: Word embedding is one of the most popular representations used in NLP. The context 

of a word and its relationship with other words can be captured in a document.  

As a vector representation of a particular word, this approach comes with the idea of generating 

distributed representations. This means that there is a dependence between the words, unlike what 

happens in the one hot encoding representations, where all the words are independent of each 

other. 

Act2vec, Trace2vec, Log2vec, and Model2vec [14] show Representation Learning for Business 

Processes Problem with the following problem: there is a high dimensionality of the data in NLP and 

process mining and the solution is to use embeddings as low dimensional networks with a lot of 

information. They use word2vec principles with Control Flow Process perspectives such as activity, 

trace, log, and model. 

Act2vec uses a c-bow continuous bag of words and skip gram as neural network architecture. The 

analogy they use is to use traces as sentences, events as words and use of negative sampling to 

speed up the process.  

Trace2vec uses a distributed memory model of paragraph vectors which is an unsupervised 

algorithm that learns fixed-length feature representations from variable-length pieces of texts, such 

as sentences, paragraphs, and documents.  Log2vec adds a trace identifier to the model and the 

architecture remains. 

Entity embeddings: they use any similarity function between entities to form a prediction task for 

a neural network. Pairs of entities are used as a training set for the neural network forecasting if 

two entities are similar 

An embedding is defined as a low-dimensional space into which you can translate high dimensional 

vectors. It can capture the semantics of the input by placing similar inputs close together in the 

embedding space.  

Since a neural network needs numeric information in its inputs a non-numeric transformation is 

needed to convert values into numbers or vectors. 

Embedding requires in the first place setting up a supervised machine learning approach and having 

a clear view of what kind of task is executed. Once the input for that model is identified a 

preprocessing model can be designed to match that input. 

An example of a custom embedding implementation can be found in [20] where they see the one 

hot encoding disadvantages: one of them the number of binary columns produced resulting on very 

high dimensionality and the other one the fact that similar values are not placed close to each other 

in space. The custom embedding implemented is called Entity embedding and is inspired by the 

distributed representation of words [21] where it maximizes the possibility of having two words in 

the same context window. 

Graph and heterogeneous information network embeddings: these methods capture the structure 

of the graph by using convolution filters that capture the most relevant shapes to predict links in 

the graph.  
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LDA: Or latent Dirichlet Allocation is a generative probabilistic model defined as a hierarchical 

Bayesian model in which each item of a collection is modeled as a finite mixture over an underlying 

set of topics[22] 

Kernel convolutional approach:  this method can be applied to build a kernel on an infinite set from 

kernels involving generators of the set.  
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3. Related work and motivation 

Representation learning on business process management is an area of research that can be found 

implicitly in process mining architectures because feature encoding is most of the time a requisite 

to accurately execute any task like a business process monitoring, clustering, anomaly detection or 

conformance checking[12]. Contrary to this, the number of articles that address this subject directly 

is less and are most of the time tied with the pre-processing phase of the execution pipeline. 

[23] Uses predictive process monitoring domain to assess in a value driven framework the classifying 

existing work and different approaches. The dimensions evaluated in this article cover numeric 

prediction classified as time predictions and cost predictions, categorical predictions like risk 

predictions or outcome predictions or fulfillment of predicates. This is a value driven framework for 

selecting the algorithm but only covers predictive methods and doesn´t relate to preprocessing 

phases of the pipeline. 

[24] Proposed an SLR that presents a benchmark of different outcome-oriented predictive process 

monitoring pipelines. In this research a sequence encoding is analyzed for classifiers. It illustrates 

that an appropriate abstraction needs to balance the trade-off between generality and loss of 

information and that a sequence encoding method combines trace abstraction technique with a set 

of feature extraction functions for each data attribute. Although encoding methods are mentioned 

and analyzed in one section it doesn't go further in the subject. 

[9] Presents an SLR on all the deep learning methods for process prediction. Since in recent years 

various research has been done on prediction algorithms based on deep learning knowing that they 

use different preprocessing techniques and focus on various tasks and target attributes such as time 

prediction, outcome prediction. Although this SLR explores encoding techniques in predictive tasks, 

it lacks encoding used in prescriptive tasks and other process mining tasks like anomaly detection 

and new embedding techniques. 

[25] Introduces event abstraction in process mining which explores different levels of abstraction 

on preprocessing techniques. The survey comes with a taxonomy of different abstraction level 

techniques. The seven abstraction level techniques presented are supervision strategy, fine-

granular event interleaving, probabilistic nature of the outcome, data nature, use of alternative 

perspectives, event class/ activity class relation and event instance/activity instance relation. Even 

when the even abstraction is explored in this review it is not addressing neural networks specifically 

and embedding techniques. 

[26] Shows how predictive business process monitoring methods are used to support operational 

managers in taking remedial actions and specifically covers the remaining time prediction 

presenting a literature review and taxonomy of methods for this purpose. It does a cross benchmark 

comparison for various methods from different industry domains. 

Recent work has been done in process mining algorithms and systems analysis of many types, but 

this SLR is motivated by the need of using representation learning to capture all the business process 

attributes so they can be fed into a machine learning algorithm to execute a specific task in an 

accurate form.  
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Beyond this motivation several process mining pipelines have encoding needs depending on the 

type of process attributes that are going to be implemented, the machine learning task executed 

and the process mining algorithm desired. By analyzing these embeddings process analysts and 

process mining developers can know whether to select one method or not. 

Only [12] proposes a review of embedding given MPPN, which is the Multivariate business process 

representation tool that implements CNN solutions to learn about process context. Other than this 

proposal no other article has analyzed embeddings architecture for different process mining 

pipelines. This systematic review analyzes the representation learning technique with its methods, 

and requirements. 

Motivation 

The motivation behind a representation learning model lies in transforming an input dataset. The 

embedding prepares numeric tabular data for machine learning algorithms. The role of 

propositionalization on the other hand is to transform relational instances into feature vectors. Both 

enable machine learning algorithms to perform better models and allows descriptive data mining to 

discover patterns in symbolic data. They are different types of data transformation approaches but 

transform input data into tabular format expressing relations between objects as distances in the 

low dimensional unified semantic space. 

Machine learning approaches like the ones implemented in process mining algorithms have 

different data requirements and needs. Some of these requirements can be listed as: 

• Data transformation to prepare numeric tabular data for prescribed data format required 

by machine learning algorithms. 

• Automatic construction of data representations replacing feature engineering given 

unconventional data formats like event logs. 

• Knowledge discovery, learning and abstracting information about a specific domain to be 

reused in other machine learning problems 
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4. Literature Review 

4.1 Scope 
The start point for the research was business process management and process mining techniques 

as high-level application domains and how embedding techniques found in most of the process 

mining tasks were applied to capture and represent information.   

To be consistent with a specific research methodology each section of the SLR was treated with a 

different literature review scope. 

To address this, many points of view were developed through the research. For the overview and 

introduction section current popular embedding techniques were mentioned and analyzed using 

textbooks and articles. 

The second review was research for current work performed on new embeddings techniques 

applied to process mining including different process attributes and architectures. This phase was 

important to structure the related work section and analyze the state of the art on this subject and 

why we are conducting this SLR. 

To analyze the methodology section on how the information was collected there was research on 

how to write a systematic literature review that is going to be covered in the literature collection 

method. 

For the final review different process mining tasks articles were analyzed, especially those regarding 

business process monitoring with predictive and prescriptive tasks. Although these articles are 

focused on the final task more than pre-processing or embedding methods, all these articles 

mentioned how they prepare the data to be processed and execute a specific task. 

Articles that were only related to modeling and did not address any analytical processing task were 

not included in the literature evaluation.  

To give directions to the literature review some questions were gathered. These questions are 

critical for the literature analysis and posterior conclusions and research gap analysis: 

Q1: What kind of Representational Learning Methods are implemented in process mining tasks? 

Q2: What process attributes are gathered to perform process mining tasks? 

Q3: What is the output for the representational learning architectures? 

Q4: Which are the encoding needs and requirements to represent a business process model? 
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4.2 Literature Collection Methods 
To get all the information needed to cover the scope of this research three types of sources were 

used: Academic forums, scholarly article databases and textbook chapters. In the same way the 

collection methods were executed in three stages: 

Source First Stage Second Stage Third Stage 

Mendeley Process Mining, 
Business Process 

Management, Process 
Context, embeddings 

First stage key words, 
Pre-processing 

methods, 
representation 

learning, embedding, 
process abstraction 

Process Modelling, 
feature learning, neural 
networks architecture 

entity embedding, time 
series embedding, 
Business process 

monitoring 
 

SpringerLink 
 

IEEE Explore 
 

Scopus 
 

Web of Science 

Science Direct 

ACM Digital 
Library 

Conference 
Venue BPM  

Table 1 Sources and keywords (original) 

First Stage 

For the overview section the main source was textbook chapters and related articles. Although the 

search was made in all the corresponding sources, Machine learning and deep learning basic 

concepts were considered to give a context. Articles included in this stage included the ones strictly 

related to the method in question as well. The result of the first stage was a summary of the current 

basic embedding techniques used in process mining and some examples on how they are using 

those techniques. For the first stage four textbooks were used[13][15][5][6] and five articles to show 

examples of several embedding techniques. 

Second Stage 

Conference venues and all the other databases shown in the table were used for this stage. The goal 

was to find the direction that this area of research is taking and all the concerns and challenges that 

make this study relevant. To reflect this deeper research was done including new key words. 

Business process management conferences provide the most prestigious forum for researchers and 

practitioners in the field and include subjects of interest such as task mining, design methods, 

analytics, and systems. On the other hand, the CAiSE conference was consulted as well, with this 

one being focused on Advance information systems engineering with emphasis on neural network 

embeddings. For these stage 39 articles were analyzed removing the overlapping between articles 

in [9], [11]. 5 SLR with similar approaches were found as well. 
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Third Stage 

The third stage includes literature evaluation framework and literature evaluation. The goal is to 

find what kind of embeddings are implemented in business process monitoring. More specific 

keywords are consulted in this section like neural networks architecture and attributes for the 

framework and process and business process monitoring and time series embedding for future 

work. For the third stage 11 articles directly related to the research question were considered. 

4.3 Literature Evaluation Framework 
To ensure the quality of the SLR [27] was followed to perform the literature review and compare 

according with the scope. 

The main analysis criteria used in this paper consists in analyzing the main elements of a process 

mining preprocessing phase. In this phase we want to evaluate the attributes that constitute an 

event log and how they are treated. Also, we want to have enough tools to analyze a representation 

learning architecture 

Business Process Attributes Evaluation 

In process mining data is usually collected through event logs. These logs contain valuable 

information of different cases or traces of a business process. There is a plethora of information and 

insights that can be evaluated using this kind of data and the way they are processed is evaluated 

here as well. 

[28] shows a SLR in meta-model for business process management elements and relations by 

developing an ontological analysis. We take these elements in this research to evaluate which 

business process attributes are taken into consideration and what kind of transformations are 

executed on them. The elements that compose this meta-model are called macro-elements. The 

most common elements are activities, events, state, sequence flow and time. 

To evaluate the attributes that are present in a representation learning architecture one must know 

the type of data that is handled. [11] classifies this data in three types: categorical values, numerical 

values, and temporal values. Different objects can have several types, for example time can be 

expressed as a cycle time duration or a temporal dependency. When analyzing a process mining 

architecture, we will consider all these attributes because it is going to reflect how much information 

we get and the quality of the insights and outputs the system is going to process. 

Representation Learning Architecture Evaluation 

There are many aspects to evaluate a process mining architecture overall, in the introduction we 

studied some of these criteria.  For representation learning and pre-processing phases [29] proposes 

three quality attributes to evaluate architectures. The first one is Distribution, representations that 

are expressive can represent an exponential amount of configuration for their size. The next one is 

abstraction and invariant: it states that good representation can be invariant to changes in input 

data and capture abstract concepts. Finally, we can evaluate disentangled representation, this 

means that each feature captured should be as disentangled as possible and can be re-used in 

learning systems. 
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According to [26] Sequence encoding methods can be described as: 

● Static: This straightforward method explains that all the attributes remain the same through 

the case and they can be added to the feature vector “as-is” and not losing information. 

When categorical attributes are represented in this category it is done by using one hot 

encoding 

● Last state: Only the last snapshot of the data is used. It disregards all the information that 

already happened. The relevant attributes are events, and it extracts the features like the 

static method, as is for numeric values and one-hot for categorical attributes 

● Aggregation: Considers all the events since the beginning of the trace ignoring the order. It 

often uses Boolean values to express whether an activity has occurred in the trace. It uses 

min, max mean sums or statistics for numeric attributes and frequencies or occurrences for 

categorical attributes 

● Index-based encoding: Unlike the aggregation scheme it uses all the information including 

the order. This encoding can be used in homogenous buckets where all traces are the same 

length, and some transformations must be done. 

● Tensor encoding: The tensor as a generalization of vectors and matrices with higher 

dimensions 

 

[30] Evaluates different trace encoding methods in process mining stating that these methods affect 

the performance of process mining tasks. 10 different encoding methods from three different 

families are analyzed in this study comparing overlaps in the feature space, accuracy obtained and 

computational resources(time) the edge2vec method is the most accurate and effective in reducing 

class overlapping in the feature space. These encoding methods are related only to the control flow 

perspective and only pertinent to the sequence of executed activities 

 

Trace Replay and alignment Word embeddings Graph embeddings 

Trace Replay Word2vec Node2vec 

Trace Alignment Fasttext Edge2vec 

 Count2vec  

 One hot  

 Tdidf  

 Hash2vec  
Table 2 Embeddings families [30] 

Trace replay and alignment family are related directly to conformance checking algorithms to 

encode traces. Trace replays take traces into a model trying to consume executed activities. By 

counting the missing activities, a measure of the conformance is produced. On the other hand, trace 

alignment performs a comparison between a model and a trace. 

The second family covers word embeddings and are inspired in natural language processing. Highly 

informative and low-dimensional vectors are generated and are divided in the following encodings: 

word2vec: come from the weights of a two-layer neural network. Words appearing in similar 

contexts generate alike encodings just as words in different contexts.  The fastext represents each 
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word as a bag of n-gram and captures morphemes of a corpus. The output vector representation is 

the sum of its n-gram character representations. Count2vec is a simple representation that accounts 

frequencies of a word in a text The length of features is determined by the number of unique words 

and the event log is represented as a document and the activities frequency the outcome which is 

a feature vector for each trace. One-hot has already been discussed in this article and encodes 

categorical values in a binary representation. Tdidf also known as term frequency inverse document 

frequency is an information retrieval metric that captures how important a word is in a document. 

It quantifies the importance of a term as the inverse function of the occurrence across all the event 

logs. Finally, the hash2vec, to overcome the tdidf issue of increasing linear to the vocabulary size 

generating large and sparse representations, maps a feature into a word using a hash function. Then 

frequencies are computed. 

The third family is graph embeddings and emerged from modeling more complex relations like long-

term relations using their data representation format. In this family two categories can be found: 

Node2vec:is built on top of wor2vec, it aims at encoding graph data preserving neighborhoods and 

structure. The flexibility of node exploration allows for a richer representation of diverse 

neighborhoods. Edge2vec captures the links that connect nodes and is the most promising one 

according to the results given. 

 

Figure 6 Trace Encoding Methods in Process Mining[30] 
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5. Literature Evaluation 

5.1 Architectures review 
In this section we evaluate previous article gathering from other SLR´s like [11] 14 articles analyzed 

and [9] 25 articles analyzed and combine them together removing the duplicates and add some 

findings to some other articles that also cover this subject. 

In addition to this previous evaluation there are new articles that use embeddings in a traditional 

way like one hot encoding or embeddings. These articles are reviewed by its scope, application and 

features including domain, architecture, and attribute types. 

Finally, there is literature review that focuses only on the embedding part and novel mechanisms to 

address those embeddings. The literature found in this section will help us to start the discussion 

about what is the direction of current research and further discussion about what is the potential 

gap to close. 

Predictive business process monitoring covers the set of techniques that exploit past process 

execution logs to predict running instances or cases [26].These techniques not only predict activities 

but outcome, remaining cycle time of a process case. Good embedding techniques come to good 

use when a prediction task is designed. In the following text there is an analysis and examples of 

some predictive business process monitoring. 

[31] Predict the next process event from completed activities so that companies can execute 

opportune interventions to address undesired situations from desired workflow. They address this 

approach formulating the prediction of the next event as a classification problem. For the pre-

processing phase starts with the obtention of process events from event log data and using a 

window sliding technique which is a computational technique that reduces time complexity using 

nested loop and replacing it with a single loop. Then the n-gram feature representation and a hash 

mapping are applied to the sequence and resource features are added. When the feature matrix is 

available an unsupervised layer pre-training component produces a higher-level feature 

representation.  

 

Figure 7 Stacked Autoencoders[31] 
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Since Autoencoders are the non-linear generalization of PCA it can model nonlinear 

interdependencies among features [32] for this approach stacked autoencoders are used 

conducting a multi-phase extraction using features extracted by one autoencoder. In this study they 

use an undercomplete autoencoder (decreasing width of hidden layers) 

[33] presents an approach to analyze event logs and predictively monitor business constraints 

during business process execution. They use a trace prefix-based filter to reduce the number of 

traces assuming that similar prefixes are more likely to have a similar behavior. Although they 

reduce the dimensionality with this filtering, with this approach no embedding technique is used. 

[34] addresses a different approach to solve a predictive process mining problem. It takes the 

milestones achieved in computer vision like RGB encoding of process instances to train a 2D 

Convolutional Neural Network based on the inception block. The feature engineering includes 

activities, control-flows, resources, and performance of traces. Once the features are extracted a 

vector is obtained identifying different characteristics for each trace. They convert the one-

dimensional vector of numerical features to a 3-channel RGB image with 24-bit pixels.  

They do this by assigning a feature to a pixel. To map the feature value into the same weight, min-

max normalization is used. The technique was inspired by the work of [35] where a new encoding 

technique uses a convolutional neural network structure. This is done transforming a one-

dimensional connection into a two-dimensional image like data. 

 

 

Figure 8 Trace example [34] 

 

Figure 9 RGB Image with 24-bit pixels[34] 

 

In monitoring business process prediction, a fully attention-based transformer can be found in [18]. 

It uses GPT-2 as a one-way language deep neural model fine-tuned to create a wide range of models. 
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A comparison is made between GPT2, BERT and ELMO resulting in the first one being more suitable 

because it predicts the next event considering only the previous event that has already happened. 

BERT and ELMO check before and after an event so they are suitable for other tasks like process 

analysis. The use of a new data pre-processing approach in the model improved the prediction 

precision. From the event log the sub sequence, label and attribute are extracted from each case. 

The flow of strings (events or words) is tokenized so meaningful tokens or unique representations 

are extracted. After tokenization one hot encoding is used to handle categorical attributes followed 

by min-max Scaling to adjust the range of data while preserving the shape. Once the input 

embedding is ready, they use the transformer architecture to predict the next event. 

 

Figure 10 One hot and scaling flow [18] 

[36] propose a novel predictive process approach that introduces Multiview learning and combines 

it with deep learning. This richer representation consists in considering different perspectives from 

each trace. In this case categorical attributes like activities and resources and numerical attributes 

like timestamp represent each event. It aims to consider different views for each trace 

simultaneously. Every categorical value is transformed into numerical representation 

 

Figure 11 Integer encoding [34] 
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with a coding function and a padding technique (cryptography method to add characters to a 

sequence) to standardize different prefix lengths and obtain fixed sized vectors. For numerical 

values such as temporal information only the padding technique is applied. The integer 

representation for categorical attributes is not enough to be processed by a neural network. Instead, 

all the generated views are treated in a unified manner using the entity embedding method. To 

perform this, the integer value is mapped to its one hot encoding vector and then feed into a layer 

of linear neurons that maps each integer value to an entity embedding (Fig12). This process is 

executed with all the categorical features and then concatenated into a single vector that represents 

a high-level representation of the multiple views 

 

Figure 12 embedding architecture [34] 

[37] Uses a LSTM architecture to predict sequences of next events, Timestamp and their associated 

resource pools and outperforms previous LSTM architectures related to this problem. 

This model allows us to generate entire execution traces or event logs to potentially use them for 

process simulation. The pre-processing phase for this implementation starts with the data 

transformation of categorical attributes including activities and resources. To avoid the increase of 

potential categories the resources are grouped into roles and embedded dimensions are 

implemented.  

This embedded dimension provides detailed information about the associations between categories 

and shows great advantages against one hot encoding implementations. The outcome is a 

dimensional space where each point reflects how close is one activity performed by one role in 

relation with the same activity with a different role. The network was fed with positive and negative 

examples of association between attributes and the resulting dimensions were chosen according to 

common recommendation of NLP Community. 

 

Figure 13 Embedding architecture [35] 
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Figure 14 N-grams used [35] 

 

Continuous attributes were scaled to values in a [0,1] to be fed into the LSTM network, in this case 

relative time between activities. After the embedding is done the sequences are created N-grams 

to control the temporal dimensionality of the input in 3 independent inputs: activities roles and 

relative times. 

[38] Aims to implement Generative Adversarial Nets to predict business process sequences and 

closes the gap that Convolutional Neural Network and LSTM leaves due to insufficient training data 

or suboptimal network configurations. This approach predicts an event´s label and its timestamp 

one step ahead of time for an ongoing process execution. For this end GAN´S are proposed to 

coordinate players (generator and discriminator) in a process mining context.  

To prepare the input data in the form of prefixes and adopt the required embedding to deal with 

categorical values, a data preprocessing phase is explained. The proposed adversarial net uses a one 

hot encoding approach to manifest the viability of the model. Unlike other more sophisticated 

approaches mentioned before, this approach uses this rudimentary encoding to be coupled with 

other embedding representations.  

A binary vector is created for each value using EOS to denote the end of each trace. All the attributes 

are encoded this way and fed into the adversarial network. 

[39] Orange centers the research on the outcome-oriented predictive process monitoring adopting 

imagery representation of ongoing traces. These images describe data patterns reflected at 

neighbor pixels. After a collection of images representing ongoing traces, a Convolutional Neural 

Network is trained. A classification model is created, and it can differentiate between regular and 

deviant traces.  

The outcome-oriented predictive process monitoring proposed uses aggregation as an encoding 

solution given the results of the performance and comparison with other encoding schemes. While 

Preserving information in order is mandatory with LSTMs in this case (CNN) is not necessary. Since 

the size of the vector of features using aggregation could be too large there is a need to reduce the 

dimension using an autoencoder as a non-linear generalization of PCA. Using the autoencoder they 

map the features of event traces to a latent feature space and then transformed into images using 

Image encoding done by executing a one-to one association between features and pixels.  
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Figure 18 Orange architecture [39] 

[40] presents a neural network architecture for multivariate anomaly detection. It handles control 

flow and the data perspective of a business process. This solution can detect anomalies in event logs 

on event attribute level and case level. As we saw in other architectures all the process attributes 

must be transformed into numerical representation to be fed into the neural network. In this 

approach they use integer encoding which is applying all possible attribute values for a certain 

attribute to a unique positive integer. The event log is represented as a third-order tensor where 

each dimension represents the activity name, the attribute, and the case. The preprocessor will 

encode all attribute values and transform the log into its tensor representation.  

[41] develops a way to automatically model the behavior in log files with many attributes using 

Dynamic Bayesian Networks. These networks represent a joint distribution for a set of random 

variables and capturing the relations between them. The relations are represented in a directed 

acyclic graph. 

[42]  uses a five-layer 1D convolutional neural networks to predict next processes. It is compared to 

recurrent neural networks LSTM outperforming the accuracy of previous studies in this domain. It 

uses an embedding technique to encode control flow attributes to run the convolutional neural 

network. 

We can find the RL Recommender [43] A method based on Representation learning. It extracts three 

kinds of relations sets from models: two activities and one relation. It uses translations embedding. 

multi relational data in low dimensional vector spaces to use directed graphs entities and edges 

triplets (h, l, t). The main objective for this research is to handle iterating loops by abstracting petri 

nets through translation embedding and generating a recommendation in the sequence flow. 

[44] performs conformance checking using activity and trace embeddings and checks when traces 

differ from each other. Trace embeddings are generated using act2vec and applies the word movers’ 

distance and Iterative Constrained Transfers to the activity embeddings of traces to measure fitness 

and precision. In the end it demonstrates that embedding based conformance checking can provide 

an interesting way to classical performance checking. 

[45] shows a new type of embedding: Case2vec and it states that business process has a context: 

department, product attributes to represent a process instance. By adding an extra semantic level 

an extension to trace2vec is created and it proposes a novel solution: concatenation and enrichment 

of activities information with events and cases attributes. With this we can have more vocabulary 

before generating the vectors. 
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[11] uses gramian Angular fields and Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) to have all explanatory 

characteristics to execute a process mining task. It aims to learn meaningful representation of data 

by generating a Multiview learning using a tool called Multi perspective process network (MPPN) 

divided into two implementations: Graphical event log encoding, and Neural Network based 

processing. 

Initially it takes six perspectives of interest including control flow, timestamp, type(actor) resource, 

travel_start and cost. The type of data is not relevant (categorical, numerical, or temporal), it is all 

[46] encoded as 2D images by transforming them to distinct gramian angular fields. This solution 

allows to transform time series to images in a polar coordinate system instead of the typical 

Cartesian coordinates. Once the individual GAFs are generated the CNN extracts the features of 

each perspective and are combined in a perspective pooling layer. 

[7] uses automatic conversion of event data for potential use in RPA it develops an event density 

embedding (EDE). This embedding is processed first by selecting one pivot column from all columns 

in the event data, calculating the intersections between the elements and finally projecting the 

results sequentially onto linear and nonlinear functions. It processes the vent log as an input 

measure of conversion accuracy and learning performance. 

[47] Automate the generation of case attributes as contextual factors using recurrent neural 

network in a supervised fashion. These representations are often hand-crafted to perform process 

mining problems. An assumption made for this approach is that contextual information like constant 

values for the entire process is available. Another limitation is that neural network is a black-box 

model and one can´t know exactly what it has learned. The only way this can be done is by analyzing 

the vector representation found in the output. 

The architecture is based in using Recurrent neural network to learn and use the predictive 

capability of RNNs. The network is forced to learn the characteristics of a case including contextual 

factors. The case is red transforming it into a representation and then case attributes are predicted. 

This architecture reads the entire sequence of activities and searches for relationships to the 

contextual factors. Each activity is one-hot encoded and fed into a separate embedding layer. All 

the embeddings are concatenated to form a single vector to be fed into the GRU/LSTM layer.  

 

Figure 15 embedding architecture [47] 

[48] Focus on finding anomalous traces using representational encoding with meta-learning strategy 

fitting the best discriminative capability between common and irregular traces. They extract meta-
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features from an event log and recommend the most suitable encoding to increase the anomaly 

detection performance. 

It starts with the assumption that event log characteristics like descriptors or support the choice of 

the best encoding technique and it is the one that produces the highest anomaly detection rates. 

The pipeline described in the figure describes how the event logs go through a process of meta-

feature extraction (activity, trace, log and statistics).  In this phase the descriptors are mined 

characterizing the event logs. Then the encoding methods work at a trace level serving as an input 

for the ML algorithm that aims to detect anomalies. In the meta-target definition phase, each event 

log is submitted to all the encoding methods and the best one is tagged. After the meta-database 

creation, a database is created using the previous two steps. Once this database is created a meta-

model is created as the final product in the workflow. This meta-model indicates the best encoding 

technique for the event log. The meta-targets are encodings associated with log features. To reduce 

the representative bias and evaluate if there is a relation between encoding families [30] and event 

log behavior. The meta learning approach ended up outperforming the rest of encoding families by 

combining various methods 

 

Figure 16 embedding architecture [46] 

[49] learns previous experience of human resources assigned to each task in the process encoding 

it as a categorical feature to know what kind of impact has on the case outcome. This means that 

some resources who are familiar with one case can let it to a better outcome than others. To identify 

important features for training machine learning models the approach suggests a 5+1 w questions 

to characterize the sequence discarding the who because it was the resource. They adopt the 

recency attribute which is the recent occasion when a resource performed a task. The target 

dimension of the resource captures multiple ways to gain experience. The aspect attribute measure. 

To retain resource experience a feature vector was created with four dimensions recency context 

target and aspect.   
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Figure 17 encoding architecture [47] 
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Reference  Article Name RL Requirement RL Method Figure 

31 A Novel Business Process Prediction Model 
Using a Deep Learning Method 

Transform categorical 
values, feed a 
machine learning 
algorithm  

n-gram feature 
representation, stacked 
autoencoders 

Figure 7 

33 Predictive Monitoring of Business Processes Reduce 
dimensionality 

Trace prefix-based Filterer(No RL) 

34,35 Predictive process mining meets computer 
vision, An Encoding Technique for CNN-
based Network Anomaly Detection 

feed a machine 
learning algorithm 

Heterogeneous  
information network 
embeddings(CNN) 

Figure 8,9 

18 POP-ON: Prediction of process using one-
way language model based on NLP 
approach 

feed a machine 
learning algorithm, 
knowledge discovery 

One hot, GPT2 Figure 10 

36 A multi-view deep learning approach for 
predictive business process monitoring 

feed a machine 
learning algorithm, 
knowledge discovery 

Integer encoding, one hot 
encoding, multiview 
learning 

Figure 11 

37 Learning Accurate LSTM Models of Business 
Processes 

Transform categorical 
values 

Entity embedding, n-grams  Figure 13 

38 Predictive business process monitoring via 
generative adversarial nets: The case of 
next event prediction 

feed a machine 
learning algorithm 

One hot encoding 
 

39 Orange: Outcome-oriented predictive 
process monitoring based on image 
encoding and CNNs 

preserving 
information in order is 
not necessary like 
LSTM,knowledge  

Entity embedding, image 
encoding, Aggregation 

Figure 18 

40 BINet: Multivariate business process 
anomaly detection using deep learning 

feed a machine 
learning algorithm 

Integer encoding, text embedding 

41 Bayesian network based predictions of 
business processes 

Predict process Bayesian network 
 

42 Predicting the Next Process Event Using 
Convolutional Neural Networks 

Knowledge discovery Word embedding 
 

43 Rl Recommender Recommending next 
action 

Graph traversal method 
 

44 Conformance checking using activity and 
trace embeddings 

Conformance 
checking 

Word embedding Act2vec 
 

47 Learning of Process Representations Using 
Recurrent Neural Networks 

Automate feature 
engineering 

Heterogeneous  
information network 
embeddings(RNN) 

Figure 15 

48 “Process Mining Encoding via Meta-learning 
for an Enhanced Anomaly Detection 

Find the best 
encoding technique 

Multiple text embeddings, and image 
based encodings 

49 Encoding resource experience for predictive 
process monitoring 

Knowledge discovery 
resource experience 

Entity embedding  Figure 16 

Table 3 Architecture review 
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5.2 Comparative analysis 
Now that some process mining architectures have been analyzed and different encoding schemas 

were revealed, the following tables show a comparison between the type of encoding implemented 

in different architectures. [11] sets the following table to analyze how different business process 

monitoring pipelines encode. As we can see most of the representation learning method selection 

is done because of the need to transform sequential data with specific process attributes into 

different spatial vectors that represent these attributes and will be fed into a machine learning 

algorithm.  

The selection criteria to use this embedding starts with the amount of information that can be lost 

during the process, business process categorical values to be transformed, the number of attributes 

that can be generated [50] states that if the number of unique events or resources is large 

embedding into a low dimensional space is employed, the data format supported by the machine 

learning algorithm. One hot encoding is the first option to system designers given the simplicity of 

extracting binary representation but is often discussed how many categories and how hard can it be 

to handle many categories with this method. One hot encoding can be combined with sequence 

encoding methods when we are modeling process sequences.  

Columns found in the following table separate the most common attributes found in different 

process mining approaches and other attributes with types of classification. Control flow attributes 

like activity name are the process most common inputs followed by resources and timestamp. As 

more data is collected from information systems more business process attributes will be found, 

and other attributes can be included in future process mining algorithms.  

According to [24] the preprocessing phase often encountered in predictive process monitoring 

consists in first, filter and extract prefixes from an event log, then the trace bucketing phase consists 

in a classification for traces with common attributes an encoding method. Finally, a sequence 

encoding is selected: like aggregator or last index and then attributes are represented with one hot 

encoding to manage this type of data. 

Some data representation uses basic n-grams mainly to reduce the number of characters handled 

during the data preprocessing or integer representations to represent control flow attributes like 

[33]. All these propositionalization methods are easy to use and handy when the first need is to 

transform categorical values. Also, we can find Bayesian networks to represent change between 

states and train networks with probability inputs. 

More sophisticated models are implemented if the number of attribute types is too large like entity 

embedding where two or more process mining attributes are trained and then combined to feed a 

machine learning algorithm.  
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Stage Author ML 
Method 

Common Attributes Other Attributes 

Control 
Flow 

Resource Timestamp Categorical Numerical Temporal 

M
P

P
N

 A
rt

ic
le

 [
1

1]
 

[31] AE +FF N-gram One-hot   One-hot As-is   

[33] DT Integer     Integer     

[34] CNN IMG       

[18] ATTENTI
ON 

One-hot One-hot   One-hot As-is   

[36] LSTM Embedding Embedding Duration Integer As-is Duration 

[37] LSTM Embedding Embedding Duration       

[38] GAN One-hot   Duration       

[39] CNN IMG       

[51] LSTM One-hot One-hot Custom One-hot     

[52] LSTM Integer Integer   Integer     

[41] Bayesian 
NN 

Probability Probability Probability Probability Probability Probability 

Table 4 MPPN Article [25] 

[9] presents a deep learning method for process prediction survey that also analyzes encoding used 

by these models. Same behavior can be found in this table where control flow attributes are often 

used with one hot encoding being the first option and embeddings located to process more rich 

data. 

Entity embeddings learn patterns between two or more attributes to build a matrix with different 

weights representing a vector that can be used to perform predictive tasks [36].  Other approaches 

like Bayesian networks show probability as a result. This probability can be fed into a neural network 

to process mining tasks as well [41].  

One possibility not explored in these approaches can cover learning of temporal attributes like 

waiting times and processing times with text embedding or graph embedding approaches along with 

resource and control flow attributes. From this perspective attributes can be concatenated  
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Stage Author ML 
Method 

Common Attributes Other Attributes 

Control 
Flow 

Resource Time Stamp Categorical Numerical Temporal 

 S
ta
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f-
th

e-
A
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 D

ee
p

 L
e

ar
n

in
g 

M
e

th
o

d
s 

fo
r 

P
ro

ce
ss

 P
re

d
ic

ti
o

n
  

[42] CNN Embedding           

[53] FFNN 
 

    Custom 
embedding 

    

[23] RNN One-hot   One-hot       

[54] CNN/RN
N 

Embedding           

[55] FFNN As-is      

[56] RNN Embedding         

[57] RNN One-hot           

[50] RNN       Embedding     

[58] FFNN/R
NN 

One-hot     
   

[59] RNN Embedding     Embedding     

[60] RNN No 
Encoding 

    No 
Encoding 

    

[61] RNN One-hot     

[51] RNN One-hot       

[62] FFNN             

[63] RNN/CN
N 

      As-is     

[64] RNN One-hot   One-hot       

[65] FFNN As-is     

[20] FFNN One-hot   One-hot Embedding     

[66] RNN One-hot     One-hot     

Table 5 Deep learning methods encoding[9] 

Finally, in the last table we identify several encoding requirements for a specific process mining task 

given an encoding method and handling different process attributes. As we explored in Section 3, 

motivation, the main reason why we use representation learning is to prepare numeric data, feature 

engineering automation and knowledge discovery. Along with these general requirements we can 

find more specific process mining requirements.  The process mining task executed by the machine 

learning algorithm is always connected to the encoding requirement and sometimes we can find 

pipelines oriented to specific embedding tasks. For example, [45]  seeks to find a method to 

represent several process attributes in a trace representation. The encoding requirement is driven 

by the fact that using vector representation and text embeddings allows the training phase to gain 

knowledge about the process context with all the attributes to potentially use this information to 

execute classification and prediction problems. Some process mining tasks oriented to 
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representation learning address several process abstractions levels like activity, traces, and models 

just like NLP does with words, sentences, and documents. The use of graph representation and use 

of multi perspective learning is presenting some results given how convolutional neural networks 

provide insightful context learning. 

As more elaborated representation learning techniques are designed the encoding requirement 

changes from being just a transformation tool to be a knowledge discovery and reuse tool. When 

an embedding algorithm learns patterns from several attributes and uses machine learning to 

perform these tasks specific domain knowledge can be reused as a useful library gaining knowledge 

from specific process context. 

ArticleID Encoding Requirement Process mining 
task 

Encoding method Process Attributes 

[14] Handle high dimensionality of the data Predictive 
Processs 
Monitoring 

word2vec,(pv/dm) Continuous 
bag of words (Cbow), skipgram, 
Negative Sampling 

Activity 

[43] Handle iterating loops in sequence 
flows. 

Predictive 
Processs 
Monitoring 

Translation embedding Activity, event 

[44] Checking when traces differ from each 
other 

Process 
Comparisson 

Trace2vec Activity 

[45] Represent a process instance  Conformance 
Checking 

Case2vec Concatenating activity 
name 

Product/Context/ti
me 

[11] Learn meaningful representation of 
data 

Multi-Task MPPN Multi perspective process 
network 

Cost, type, time 
Activity 

[7] Automatic log conversion Multi-Task Event Density embedding Event log 

[28] Agreed meta model needed Automatic Log 
Discovery 

Systematic Literature Review Activity event state 
sequence flow time 
dataflow data 
object 

[20] Low remaining time prediction 
accuracy metrics involving categorical 
variables 

SLR Word Embedding Activity event 
sequence flow time 

[67] Impact of the encoding of features, size 
of the window events 

Predictive 
Process 
Monitoring 

Classification Techniques 
Benchmark 

Event 

[11] Extracting and gaining knowledge from 
data of BP executions 

Multi-task Graph embedding Context attributes 

[68] Abstract data in the Same level of 
granularity  

Multi-Task Last index Control flow 

[2] Combine process prediction with best 
action candidate selection 

Prescriptive 
Process 
Monitoring 

Last index One-hot aggregator Activity, event 

[60] Prevent and mitigate upcoming 
problems during process 

Prescriptive 
Process 
Monitoring 

One hot encoding  
Activity 

[69] Generate new data instances using 
Data driven simulation and deep 
learning approaches 

Generative 
process 
Monitoring 

Entity embedding for categorical 
values 

Activity, Resources, 
time 

[70] Encode as much information as 
possible from event log into a single 
RNN input 

Predictive 
Process 
Monitoring 

One hot encoding Activity 

[3] Design a recommender system that 
seeks to minimize the cycle time 
applying a Orthogonal random forest 

Predictive 
Process 
Monitoring 

Orthogonal Random Forest: 
Aggregation Encoding/last state 
Encoding one hot encoding 

Activity, time  

Table 6 Encoding análisis 
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6. Research Gap Analysis 

In the previous section many process mining pipelines and architectures were analyzed. All these 

studies include an innovative and novel way to produce trace encodings to be processed by a 

machine learning algorithm. In this section we are going to provide some solutions not seen before 

in these architectures and explored in textbooks and representation learning articles not related to 

the process mining domain. 

Also, in this section we are going to answer the questions proposed in section 4 by starting the 

discussion around the comparisons between the articles in terms of variables used in the 

implementation, embedding methods, architectural configuration, and method combination. Most 

of the work found recently in representation learning applied to process mining refers to text 

embeddings, a subfield of data representation. But as more embedding centric research arise this 

text embeddings architectures are mixed with other representation learning fields of research like 

image processing 

[48] explores a meta-model approach that can assign encoding techniques using machine learning 

to know which model fits the best process attributes configuration. 

[12] states that there is a lot of work done applying existing machine learning techniques but not so 

much on how to learn from data effectively. suggests self-supervised learning techniques like BERT 

as an alternative to represent business processes. This transformer-based model was pretrained on 

a very large corpus of data to generate  

Bidirectional Encoder Representations of Transformers is a pre-trained model that solves Word2vec 

context problems. It handles long- range dependencies with ease. It consists of an encoder-decoder 

architecture based on attention layers termed as the transformer.  
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Ref Article Type of Encoding Potential use in PM 

[71] BERT: Pre-training of Deep 
Bidirectional Transformers for 
Language Understanding 

Word embedding Knowledge discovery, use a model like BERT to 
learn bidirectional encoder representations with 
process instances 

[72] Multivariate time series prediction of 
complex systems based on graph  
neural networks with location 
embedding graph structure learning  

Graph embedding Reduce node feature loss in Graph neural 
networks  with a serial alternating structure of 
low-pass filter and high-pass filter 

[73] Dynamical time series embeddings in 
recurrent neural networks 

Heterogeneous   
embeddings 

Time series forecasting using recurrent neural 
networks and non linear science  using taken´s 
delay embedding mechanism 

[74] Signal2Vec: Time Series Embedding 
Representation 

Signal2vec transform continous time series into tokens and 
transform the sequence of tokens into 
embeddings, like word2vec uses cbow or 
skipgram 

[75] Warping Resilient Time Series 
Embeddings 

DTW  Detect similarity between two temporal 
sequences for anomaly detection 

[35] An Encoding Technique for CNN-based 
Network 
Anomaly Detection 

Graph embedding Anomaly detection through CNNs 

[76] Entity Embeddings of Categorical 
Variables 

Entity embedding Use all the categorical variables in process 
management to train entity embeddings 

[77] Understanding the Influence 
of Hyperparameters on Text 
Embeddings 
for Text Classification Tasks 

Text embedding Understanding how hiperparameters affect a 
process mining task 

[78] Propositionalization and Embeddings: 
Two Sides of the Same Coin 

Embeddings and 
propositionalization 

Compare the use of these types of embeddings to 
assess more process mining requirements 

[12] Business Process Representation 
Learning 

Text embedding Train transformers and other encoders 

 

Unlike word2vec, it doesn’t input the sequence in a continuous manner. In a transformer we can 

transfer all the elements of a sequence simultaneously and determine the word embedding. 

CNN Networks and images is another research field that it is worth diving into because of the 

promising results on the image representation of process sequences and methodologies like 

node2vec and edge2vec.  

Multiview representation learning solutions are emerging and have encountered promising 

solutions in other fields. 
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Figure 19 Requirements Architecture 
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7. Conclusions and future work 

The trade-off between generality and loss of information is a constant in representation learning 

and is not an exception in the process mining domain. This tradeoff is present in all the architectures 

that use different kinds of encoding and mixing them in new architectures. Current work should be 

oriented to research in image generation and CNN architectures with Multiview data analysis given 

that it shows promising results 

Process mining architectural review shows a great advance in new embedding architectures and 

more meta-analysis[48] of architectures should be done to find how encodings impact the accuracy 

of a model overall. 

As more data is collected from information systems more business process attributes will be found 

and representation learning field will grow with this tendency. This comes with great opportunities 

in process mining allowing this field to move forward in new ways. 

Future work should be focused on exploring combinations of text embeddings and graph 

embeddings with different processes attributes and measuring the accuracy of the result. Meta-

learning approaches like  [48] can be oriented to more than text embeddings and try new forms of 

convolutional neural networks to learn new patterns. 

The way process sequences are extracted can be changed like [14] suggests ordered and unordered 

Neural Network architectures. 

Representation learning focused on knowledge discovery in standard processes and specific 

industries can be applied to create a BERT version for process mining. These solutions can be 

replicated and used for different machine learning tasks. 
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